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We use only the little vibration of electrons for power, in plasma we access huge amount 

of energy in the entire plasma. (:05).  The common denominator AA COHN.  We need to 

inform man as a totality to the totality, we call for all the governments come together and 

release this technology to all humanity. At meeting in Rome, October 16, we will give the 

PU to all the ambassadors of the World, but they have to sign World Peace Treaty to get 

the free unit.  (:14).  One PU will be given to President Obama, etc. A thousand units will 

be delivered in Philippines, in Italy, etc.. In due coarse power generator will be released 

in Europe. You can receive energy from the PU in same way as with sun, without going 

through digestive track. The coarse of Mankind has changed and we have no say in it. We 

teach as many countries as possible to produce these units as fast as possible. (:22).   

Doesn't need certification because we fall under international law. If they try to stop the 

technology it is already distributed across the world. In 2012 the Italian people put so 

much pressure on government to break rank and attend the Peace Conference.  (:30). 

Governments will be in crisis, by losing energy revenues, but it needs to go worldwide in 

one go, asked the Saudi Government to stop loading tankers. The smog in large cities will 

end, and change the climate instantaneously. In 1972 Iran raised the price of oil from $2.5 

to 3.5 and created a crisis in Europe, now its $50 a barrel we don't say a thing. All the 

governments will together be in same crisis. Africa will have no debts, and Western 

countries will be under debt for Nuclear power, which they created falsely, this will lead 

to equality among nation. India is big concern, the technology has to be rapidly 

developed there. (:36). The solution is we work one earth one nation, the major oil 

companies have lost there power, teach 3rd world nations quickly.  (:45).  It is out of 

Keshe's hands, if anything happens to him the blueprints will be released worldwide. It's 

you, Humanity who have to share it.      (1:00).  Questions: The PU has been turned over 

to the Chinese government to distribute the unit. It's been made public so no one can 

patent it, you have total freedom to deliver it, this time no shutting down. Armies will 

become obsolete. The next step is to explore the U in peace. The Space program needs 

whole planet participation. You give tangibility to the fields, there will only be a platform 

for the reactors and the rest will be created by the plasma.  You can't open it or shouldn't. 

A working unit will be shown tomorrow to Italian government. In Plasma there is no 

minimum load or maximum, it works immediately but then begins to Nano coat house 

wiring to find its balance. The coming units will be generators but not thins one. Heaters 

won't work on the present system because it's an interface of matter and not fields, the 

plasma over looks it because its too low, in future will slow plasma down. The plasma 

works on the basis of need. In the nature it takes thousands of years for the plasma to 

reduce to matter, we will develop a way to do it quickly, it reduces power to 60% on 

heaters.    (1:14).  The governments will loose 80% revenues, the people will work in the 

community with their free time, no one will be slave or master, this Plasma Revolution, 

you won't need to kill any more animals. This is the "satellite" he promised to bring down 

some months ago to show the technology. It's better for the governments to keep Keshe 

alive.   (1:21).  Once you start the system don't remove it from the Grid, because it works 

backward. You can use incandescent lights but not full. The Philippine group works on 

the ethos, are dedicated to peace, and loyal. (1:25).  These PU can deliver kwh or 

megawatts, it has to do with demands.   (1:30).  Can put a PU in center of village to 

create food. Alex will teach about food conversions. The Lungs are releasing energy for 



the emotional part of brain, and intestine for the physical part, we can deliver energy to 

the emotional part though lungs so you don't feel hunger, the system continuously sends 

the full spectrum. (1:38). Alex sprayed alcohol plant on the spring reactor and put a glass 

of water next to it and he got the taste of alcohol and got drunk without drinking any 

alcohol. He used cooked food and felt full all day. If the Grid goes down does the PU 

continue to power house? Have to see? The PU doesn't produce any heat. Bill Gates days 

are over. The computers will be too slow in this technology, you can control the system 

by thoughts.   (1:56).  The next generation of PU will be size of a CD. You can do what 

ever you like, you can use Alex' beads if you want, the next will be Plasma Heaters, 

they'll radiate heat by thought straight to your body, cooling the body will be the same 

way.  (2:00). Someone has hooked it up but it doesn't work, only draining the battery, 

Keshe says, you haven't understood, you have to want it, a need. People will take from 

this technology according to their intelligence.   (2:08).  When two plasma connects it's 

like falling in love, it has to do with MG fields connecting. The new students will not be 

taught about nano materials etc, but go straight to Plasma technology.     ( 2:14). Had to 

take over screen share, need first declaration that no violation of copyright.  (2.23).  To 

extract poison out of the body, you need to create the opposite field, understand the 

strength of it. (2:26). If the soul is a Free Plasma then why do we need another, 

interaction is needed to keep it from being static, you have some strengths and need 

others, work to achieve balance, one day he'll explain the work of the soul.  

 


